From the technological point of view is usually more important to ensure the ability to react promptly to changing environmental conditions than to try to forecast them. Evolution Algorithms were proposed initially to drive the adaptation of complex systems to varying or uncertain environments. In the general setting, the adaptive-anticipatory dilemma reduces itself to the placement of the interaction with the environment in the computational schema. Adaptation consists of the estimation of the proper parameters from present data in order to react to a present environment situation. Anticipation consists of the estimation from present data in order to react to a future environment situation. This duality is expressed in the Evolutionary Computation paradigm by the precise location of the consideration of present data in the computation of the individuals fitness function. In this paper we consider several instances of Evolutionary Algorithms applied to precise problem and perform an experiment that test their response as anticipative and adaptive mechanisms. The non stationary problem considered is that of Non Stationary Clustering, more precisely the adaptive Color Quantization of image sequences. The experiment illustrates our ideas and gives some quantitative results that may support the proposition of the Evolutionary Computation paradigm for other tasks that require the interaction with a Non-Stationary environment.
Introduction
The original proposition of Holland (1975) of the Evolution algorithms was intended to provide a means for improving the response of complex systems to changing and uncertain environments. The Evolution algorithms were to be able to adapt to the new environment and to discover new ways to deal with it. The discovering was to be the product of crossover (sometimes called recombination) and mutation operations that will produce spontaneously new information material (rules) that anticipate the environment changes. The adaptation was also included in the scheme through the application of a selection function to the potential parents, that acts as a kind of filter for the generation process. The duality of anticipation and adaptation has been present from the very start of the modern research on Evolutionary Computation algorithms.
However, much of the work reported in the literature is referred to optimization problems ( Bäck, Schwefel, 1993) that can be conceptualized as autonomous systems: closed systems without any kind of interaction with the environment. In this setting only the convergence question is of interest, and much effort is being devoted to analyze the convergence to the optima of the fitness function of several kinds of Evolutionary Algorithms. Some fundamental questions related with the interaction with the environment have been oversighted in this line of work.
First of all, in the general case of an open system whose control is somehow directed by an evolutionary mechanism, the fitness function is no longer a time invariant function. The fitness function is in this case a measure of the goodness of the response of the system to environment events. Therefore, a given individual may change its fitness as time goes on and the environment changes. Optimal solutions at a given time can become suboptimal or even very bad solutions in the future, and the other way round. Time dependent fitness functions must not be confused with noisy fitness functions (Fitzpatrick, Grefenstette, 1988; Aizawa, Wah, 1994) , unless the signal to noise ratio is below one, and the noise is non stationary. The sources of the noise may lie in the communication channels of the system with the environment, in the computation mechanisms or in the environment. In the case of noisy fitness functions the optimal solutions remain the same, partially hidden by the noise. In this case a single value of the fitness function is of no use, and the proper evaluation of the fitness function involves some sampling and averaging process. The noisy fitness function is a special case of the closed systems referred above, that reduce the operation of the Evolutionary Algorithm to the role of a global random search (optimization) strategy.
Confusing the Non-Stationary case, characterized by a time varying fitness function (that can also be corrupted by noise) with the noisy Stationary case can be dangerous. The resampling of the fitness function that is very appropriate to estimate the average fitness of the individual as an indication of its true fitness can be very misleading. In the Non-Stationary case the true fitness is changing in time, and the resampling and averaging mechanism may produce very inconsistent results.
A fundamental problem in dealing with
Non-Stationary environments is that of synchronization. There is a strong need to relate the inner clock of the Evolutionary Algorithm with the external clock of the environment in order to guarantee the meaningful operation of the whole. A very slow internal clock will produce a bad sampling of the environment, and, therefore, systematic inconsistencies of the responses given to external events. This a phenomenon already observed by researchers that have tried to apply Evolutionary Computation approaches to real time control of processes. Dealing with Non-Stationary environments involves considerations of response time and sampling frequencies that do not arise in the context of closed systems (pure optimization problems). The solution adopted by the research community is to reduce the application of Evolutionary Algorithms to control problems that can be stated as (closed systems) pure parameter optimization problems. We think that the synchronization problem is still waiting for a proper treatment in the Evolutionary Computation literature.
From the perspective of open systems, in which the role of the Evolutionary Algorithm is that of looking for improvements of the response of the system to its environment, fast convergence to good suboptimal solutions is more important than slow convergence to global optimal solutions. Also the computational considerations take an important position as far as the system is supposed to react in real time to real life situations. Again, these kind of considerations appear in the application of Evolutionary Algorithms to the design of control systems. As far as we know, no real-life on-line control Evolutionary Algorithm application has been realized successfully up to date. Most of the literature deal with experiments performed on simulated systems without any regard for time constraints.
The population diversity is closely related to the anticipation abilities of the Evolutionary Algorithm. There have been some works on this topic, mostly on Genetic Algorithms. However again the emphasis in these works is under the closed system perspective. Population diversity is usually considered as a measure of the Genetic Algorithm potential to escape from uniform populations (all individuals equal) lying in a local extreme. In other words, population diversity is sought as a guarantee against premature convergence to suboptimal solutions. From the perspective of open systems, the greater the population diversity the greater the possibility that an unknown environment configuration can be dealt with at first shot, without need for adaptation. However, preserving meaningful diversity involves the need to forecast the environment, because of the time varying nature of the fitness function in a Non-Stationary environment. We think that the study of the ability of the Evolutionary Computation paradigm to preserve meaningful diversity in a Non-Stationary setting, without explicit forecasting procedures, is a really interesting line of research.
The structure of the paper is as follows. First we will comment on the general statement of the adaptive-anticipative duality in very general terms. Second we will comment how this duality is realized in the setting of Evolutionary Algorithms dealing with Non-Stationary environments and the precise instances of Evolutionary Algorithms applied. Third we will describe our experiments . Fourth we will discuss the results obtained, and finally we will give some conclusions.
Anticipative versus adaptive computational systems
From the perspective of a computational system interacting with an environment, the adaptiveanticipative duality is summarized in Figure 1 . The kind of systems we are thinking of are processing and control systems that must produce a response to external events or must process information coming from the environment. The environment is changing (Non-Stationary) or even reacting to the responses of the system. Therefore the system must observe the environment to obtain information about its present state (external state) in order to compute its responses. These responses are function also of the system's own internal state.
The adaptive behaviour consists in essence in the generation of responses based on internal states updated according to the present observation of the environment. This implies that the computation of the internal state based on actual information from the environment is previous to the generation of the response.
The anticipative behaviour consists in the generation of responses as soon as the environment information is received. That means that the internal state is not updated previously to the generation of the response, but afterwards. In other words, responses are computed from past internal information. Anticipation implies forecasting the environment in the sense that potential new external states must be predicted and the potential responses precomputed. In Figure 1 adaptive and anticipative behaviours are reflected in the relative positions of the generate and compute statements. From a technical point of view, the distinction between these two cases is not trivial. All the operations (observation, computation, generation) consume time and the interaction between the system and the environment can be highly timecritical. Time-critical means that there is a tradeoff between the optimality of the responses given and the time at which these responses are received. There is a time limit after which even the true optimal response is useless, and the system is doomed. For very time-critical systems, this time limit can be so tight that there is no room for the computation of an updated internal state to generate an optimal response. The response must be generated instantly and the reaction time of the environment employed in updating the internal state. This after-computation of the internal state must therefore anticipate the next environment event to, somehow, precompute the responses. Less time-critical systems allow for a time to adapt the internal state to the new environment information, previous to the generation of the response.
The dominant computational paradigm in technological systems is adaptation, because it is the sure way to go. The critical requirements for technological systems are, therefore, the time constraints imposed on the adaptation. For example, Artificial Neural Networks are adaptive mechanisms that are actually being applied with success to a variety of technical problems. As we will discuss in the results section their performance is greatly reduced when applied in an anticipative setting. On the contrary, Evolutionary Algorithms posses both anticipative and adaptive components, so it can be hypothesized that they can perform similarly as adaptive or anticipative systems. Even it can be though that the variety of solutions represented by a population can produce spontaneously anticipative behaviors. The aim of this paper is to explore experimentally this possibility and to motivate its formal study.
Anticipative versus Adaptive Evolutionary Algorithms
The main point in this paper is that of the adaptation versus anticipation issue. Figure 2 shows the adaptive and anticipatory versions of an Evolutionary Algorithm. Readers already familiar with the Evolutionary Computation literature (Bäck, Schwefel, 1996) may notice at first sight the time variables t int and t ext that symbolize the internal and external clocks, respectively. Increasing the external clock means observing the environment to gather new data that will serve to compute up to date fitness values for the individuals. The actuate operator involves the generation of actions or responses towards the environment that result from the internal state given by the actual population at the precise instant of the execution of this operator. In both figures P(t int ) denotes the population at internal time t int , and E(t ext ) denotes the environment variables at external time t ext . The value of τ determines the frequency of interaction with the environment specified as the number of generations computed between observations. This value and the objective duration of the computations for each generation determines the synchronization of the internal and external clocks. Note that as the frequency of interaction grows the system becomes a closed system. t int := 0; t ext := 1; frec=0 initialize P(t int ) F(t int ) = evaluate (P(t int ), E(t ext )) while not terminate interaction do P'(t int ):= recombine P(t int ) P''(t int ):= mutate P'(t int ) F''(t int ):=evaluate (P''(t int ), E(t ext )) P(t int +1):= select (F(t int ), F''(t int )) frec:=frec+1; if frec = τ then actuate (P(t int +1), E(t ext )) frec=0; t ext := t ext +1; endif t int := t int +1; end while t int := 0; t ext := 0; frec=0 initialize P(t int ) F(t int ) = evaluate (P(t int ), E(t ext )) while not terminate interaction do P'(t int ):= recombine P(t int ) P''(t int ):= mutate P'(t int ) frec=frec+1 if frec = τ then t ext := t ext +1; endif F''(t int ):= evaluate (P''(t int ), E(t ext )) P(t int +1):= select (F(t int ), F''(t int )) if frec = τ then actuate (P(t int +1), E(t ext )) frec=0 endif t int := t int +1; end while (a) (b) Figure 2 General structure of an Evolutionary Algorithm as an adaptive algorithm (a) and an anticipative algorithm (b) with a fixed number of generations between interactions with the environment
The remaining notation used in figure 1 is rather classical. initialize denotes the generation of the initial population, recombine denotes the application of a recombination or crossover operators, mutation denotes the application of a mutation operator, select denotes the selection operator. Note that we are assuming an elitist strategy as the general selection strategy. The next generation is somehow built up from the best parents and children. This is the only strategy that guarantees convergence to the optimal values of the fitness function, and is the reasonable choice if fast convergence to (sub)optimal individuals is desired.
The Evolutionary Schemas proposed in figure 2 cover a wide variety of more concrete propositions of Evolutionary Algorithms. In fact we have tested in our works several algorithms that come from the Genetic Algorithm and the Evolution Strategy approaches. Genetic Algorithms may be characterized by the binary nature of the individuals, the relative importance of the crossover operator as global search operator and the use of mutation as the mean to introduce new genetic material that can permit to scape from bad regions of the search space. On the other hand, Evolution Strategies are characterized by real valued individuals, the use of random mutation as the main search operator and its elitist nature.
We will discuss briefly the features that define the approach as adaptive or anticipatory. Notice that in figure 2 the most salient difference between the adaptive and anticipatory definitions is the actual position of the external clock increment in the sequence of operations (t ext := t ext +1;).
The adaptive approach will perform all the mutation and selection operations based on the fitness computed over the present environmental data. The adaptive algorithm gathers the response of the environment and proposes new solutions that may be better adapted to it. In the anticipatory case, the algorithm computes new solutions (through recombination and mutation) as potential solutions for the next external time instant, and they are selected depending on their fitness to the new environment. The algorithm tries to anticipate solutions for the next time instant. This simple change may involve many changes in real life application. In the adaptive approach the system must give answers to situations already present, in the anticipatory approach the system is trying to figure out new solutions for a future situation. Adaptive solutions may be much more time critical than anticipatory ones. Notice that the anticipatory approach performs an optimization on a present data set, whose final result will be evaluated on the future data set.
A key parameter in the behaviour of both adaptive and anticipative algorithm is the interaction frequency τ. This parameter controls the reaction time allowed in the case of the adaptive strategy, and the processing for forecasting time in the anticipative strategy. The very stochastic nature of the Evolutionary approaches implies a great deal of uncertainty about the expected time to convergence. In practical systems, this uncertainty can be unbearable. There is always a time limit either to produce a response (adaptive case) or to process the past information before a new event takes place (anticipative case). This temporal restriction implies, at least, that an upper limit on the number of generations computed must be set. Ideally the system would work on a one to one basis, that is τ=1. We have tested this situation and some less stringent conditions, allowing for the computation of several generations between environment interactions.
The Evolutionary Algorithms tested, in their adaptive and anticipative versions, are:
1-An Evolution Strategy proposed by Babu and Murty (1994) for the case of Stationary Clustering. Individuals represent clustering solutions given by the cluster representatives. Recombination operators and mutations are used and the selection strategy is elitist. We have tested over the Non-Stationary data both the hard and fuzzy fitness functions.
2-An Evolution Strategy proposed by our group for the case of Non-Stationary Clustering (González et alt., 1997 (González et alt., , 1998 . Individuals represent cluster centers, so that the clustering is given by the whole population. Several mutation and selection strategies were tested in other papers. In this paper we apply a deterministic mutation operator and a suboptimal selection. We do not employ any recombination operator. We have found our design to be very fast in convergence to good suboptimal solutions, to the point that we have had success applying it to the image sequence in a one to one time basis: only one generation is computed between images of the sequence.
3-A Genetic Algorithm based on the representation of clusters as partitions of the data sets proposed by Bezdek et alt. (1994) . Each individual is a clustering solution specified by the matrix of (hard) cluster membership coefficients. Crossover and mutation are rather classic. We have changed the selection strategy to an elitist one (the original proposition of Bezdek does not converge to optimal solutions even in the Stationary case). For the application to the Non Stationary case a reordering step of the sample was needed before the application of the Genetic Algorithm, in order to ensure the consistency of the data and the internal representation.
4-A Genetic Algorithm proposed by Alippi and Cucchiara (1992) again based on partition representations. Individuals are similar to the previous algorithms. Crossover is asexual, based on a single individual. Mutation is classic. Again we enforce an elitist selection strategy. Again a reordering of the sample was needed in the case of the application to the Non-Stationary case.
The experiments on Non-Stationary Clustering
In our works we have focused on a specific problem that possess many of the complexities inherent to open systems with time varying environments. The problem is the computation of clusters for a sequence of data sets that show enough variation in their statistical characteristics so as to consider them as samples of a non-stationary process. We call this problem Non Stationary Clustering, and it is closely related to Adaptive Vector Quantization ( Gersho, Gray, 1992; Chen et alt., 1994) . In practice, the experimental data comes from a sequence of images, and the practical application is that of Color Quantization of an image sequence (Chen et alt., 1995; Goldberg, Sun, 1986) . Each data set is a sample of the pixels of each image in the sequence. The solution sought is the optimal set of color representatives for each image, so that the fitness function is the distortion of the Color Quantization. For the image sequence used, this fitness is highly time variant, because of the color variations introduced from one image to the next (it is not a typical talking head sequence). In this paper we will not deal very much on the technical details, because our focus is the relative responses obtained through adaptive and anticipative strategies of Evolutionary Algorithms as discussed above.
In the setting of Non-Stationary Clustering, increasing the external clock means taking into account the data set that describes the environment in the next time instant (we assume a discrete time axis). In the precise instance of Color Quantization of image sequences, the data sample at each time instant is a set of pixels of the image obtained at this moment. Each data point is a point in the RGB unit cube, so that our data form clusters in the tridimensional space whose axes are the basic color components (Red, Green, Blue). Adaptation means that we recompute the color palette using pixels from present image before performing the Color Quantization of the image. Anticipation means that we use the pixel color information of the present image to compute the color palette that will be used in the Color Quantization of the next image. The anticipative strategy must predict color variations.
In other reports (González et alt. 1997 (González et alt. , 1998 we have used as reference responses the results of the application of the Heckbert (1980) algorithm as implemented in MATLAB (Wu, 1991) . However, we will not use these benchmark here, because our emphasis is on the duality of anticipative-adaptive responses. But, for further illustration of our ideas we introduce the results obtained with several neural network architectures for Vector Quantization: the Simple Competitive Learning (Ahalt et alt., 1990; Yair et alt., 1992) , the Self Organizing Map (Kohonen, 1989) , the Fuzzy Learning Vector Quantization (Bezdek, Pal, 1995) and the Soft Competition (Yair et alt., 1992) . As Neural Network Architectures are designed as adaptive algorithms, their response in the adaptive setting is quite good. However, as will be shown in the section, their behavior in the anticipative case is very poor.
Discussion of the experimental results
We have gathered in figure 3 sample distortion curves of the best individuals computed by the Evolution Algorithms tested under the adaptive and anticipative strategies. These curves show the differences of response obtained in both situations. The first conclusion is that the Evolution Algorithms perform similarly in the anticipative and adaptive cases, showing their inherent abilities as both adaptive and predictive mechanisms. This is rather good news for the real time community, because it opens the door for the application of Evolution Algorithms in an anticipative ways which is much less time critical than the adaptive computation. The main response divergences appear in the middle of the image sequence which corresponds to the images that show the sharpest color variations. That means that the anticipative response degrades relative to the adaptive response when the environment changes are very strong (fast).
Among the responses in figure 3 , the best relation of anticipatory and adaptive behaviors is given by the Alippi algorithm . The worst is given by our Evolution Strategy. This last result is not surprising because it was designed as an adaptive algorithm. Nevertheless, the divergence of behaviors in our Evolution Strategy is very localized in the pairs of images that show the strongest color variations.
For the sake of comparison, in figure 4 we show the relative responses of the adaptive and anticipative applications of several Neural Network Architectures. As said before, Neural Network are designed as adaptive algorithms, and their response degrades when applied as anticipative mechanisms. The Neural Networks were trained in a one-pass schedule over the sample, which is equivalent to the one generation interaction frequency of the Evolution Algorithms.
Finally, to summarize the experimental results we present the global distortion along the image sequence for the algorithms tested (the addition of the distortions for each image). In table 1 we show the results of the Evolutionary Algorithms with several parameter settings: population size, number of offsprings allowed and frequency of interaction (number of generations computed between environment interactions). Table 2 shows the results for the inherently adaptive algorithms: the Artificial Neural Networks and our Evolution Strategy. In the case of the Artificial Neural Networks we have applied them using the Euclidean distance and a penalized distance to compute the winner. These tables are given to give a more quantitative evaluation of the relative behavior, besides the qualitative impression given by figures 3 and 4.
The inspection of tables 1 and 2 shows that the Artificial Neural Network and our Evolution Strategy perform better in the adaptive mode than the Evolution Algorithms, even when several generations between interactions are allowed. However, the degradation of the response of the Artificial Neural Networks when applied as anticipative mechanisms is greater than for Evolution Algorithms. When the penalized distance is applied this divergence in behaviors increases as the adaptive nature seems to improve. We remind the reader that our interest lies in the observation of the divergence of responses between the adaptive and anticipative applications of the algorithms. The results of the Artificial Neural Networks were obtained after a careful exploration of the control parameters of the algorithms, and are very good by themselves. We have not performed an equivalent work on the Evolution Algorithms side, so we do not give conclusions based on the magnitudes of the results. It is possible that careful exploration of the Evolution Algorithms control parameters could lead to results similar in magnitude to the ones found with Artificial Neural Networks.
The interesting fact is that we have found that Evolution Algorithms show a strong insensitivity to their application as adaptive or anticipative algorithms, and that in some cases their anticipative responses improve over the adaptive ones (i.e. in the Alippi algorithm). Table 2 . Global distortion along the image sequence for the Artificial Neural Network in the anticipative and adaptive cases. Our Evolution Strategy is included due to its inherent adaptive design.
Conclusions
We have explored the response of various Evolution Algorithms to their application as anticipative or adaptive algorithms to a Non-Stationary problem, that of Non-Stationary Clustering. We have found that they perform similarly in both cases, even that they can show better response as anticipative systems.
This responses are obtained without performing any specific adjustment or introducing any computational trick that could allow some hidden forecasting. Neither we have employed any mean of preserving meaningful population diversity. Therefore we conclude that evolutionary algorithms posses an intrinsic anticipative nature.
Previous applications of Evolution Algorithms to open system problems such as control problems seem to fail due to their inability to cope with the time constraints imposed by the real time interaction with the environment. We hypothesize that this failure is due to their application as adaptive algorithms. The time required to update the internal state and generate the response falls outside the time requirements in most cases. However, we think that their application as anticipative mechanisms could both meet the time performance constraints. When applied in an anticipative way, the time to produce a response would be several orders of magnitude shorter than in the adaptive case. The updating of the internal states, the most computationally intensive task could be overlapped in time with the environment reaction time.
We expect that the anticipative application of Evolution Algorithms will open new venues for practical applications and for interesting research problems.
